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Andean Cocaine: The Making of a Global Drug and millions of other books are available for Amazon Kindle. chapter in
the history of globalization, Paul Gootenberg chronicles the rise of one of ) In the two decades after , Peruvian
pharmacists, medical now illegal Latin American exports cocaine Gootenb.

Deserves a very wide audience, and will hopefully spark similar efforts in the drug and alcohol field. An
exceptionally strong piece of scholarship. Cuban entrepreneurs took advantage both of their strategic
Caribbean location and the venal Batista dictatorship to build transnational smuggling networks that indirectly
linked Andean producers with American consumers. The industry grew slowly, responding in fits and starts to
international and domestic police pressure and evolving appetites for recreational cocaine in New York City,
Havana, and other cities with large drug cultures. Abstract: Suitable for understanding one of the most vexing
social dilemmas of the late 20th century Americas: the American cocaine epidemic of the s and, in its wake,
the seemingly endless US drug war in the Andes, this title chronicles the rise of one of the most spectacular
and illegal Latin American exports: cocaine. As Andean cocaine flooded the U. His book introduces some
important actors that help to explain the process through which cocaine became an illegal drug and shows that
for more than a century, the United States has been the dominant force in intensifying a deeper as well as
dysfunctional relationship with Andean cocaine. Third, within Latin America there is no consensus over how
to implement drug control policies, although some countries are developing alternative strategies to mitigate
the harm caused by drugs and counter-drug policies. If the past is prologue, this past, strikingly revealed by
Gootenberg, is essential to comprehending the limitations, even futility, of the never-ending war on drugs.
ISBN:  As early as , American diplomats were cajoling their Latin American counterparts to support their
vision of global drug prohibition, haltingly enacted in a series of anti-drug treaties such as The Hague opium
conventions. While some of this ground has been skillfully covered by social and diplomatic historians like
Joseph Spillane and William McAllister, Gootenberg uses fresh archival sources, unearthed through
scrupulous research and recently declassified intelligence reports, to craft an original narrative grounded in the
Peruvian experience yet sensitive to global developments and historical contexts. Some adaptations include
planting in less visible places, denser planting, cultivating strains with a higher alkaloid content that resist the
effects of herbicides used in the eradication effort, and increased technological sophistication in avoiding
interdiction efforts. It ranks among the very best contributions to several literatures and will be valued by
those interested in globalization, development, and economic and business history, as well as anyone simply
curious to understand the world. The justification for drug eradication efforts has increasingly shifted from
counter-narcotics to objectives such as institutional reform, counter-insurgency and counter-organized crime.
Meanwhile, under American guidance, the newly created UN Commission on Narcotic Drugs targeted Andean
coca and cocaine as part of its broader drug control strategy, sharply cutting global quotas of cocaine for
medicinal and scientific purposes. The role of coca and cocaine in Andean development is given a treatment
which it is rarely accorded. Andean Cocaine expands our knowledge of the commodity chain and global
markets It was Bolivian and Peruvian coca growers and processors, in conjunction with Chilean and Cuban
smugglers, who created the postwar cocaine trade, not the Colombians. The results, in some respects, were
impressive: drug enforcers eradicated thousands of hectares of coca crops, destroyed hundreds of processing
labs, captured tons of illicit cocaine, and imprisoned dozens of high-level smugglers. Add a review and share
your thoughts with other readers. Be the first. This huge work untangles the multiple mechanisms of cocaine's
social, local, and global construction, which transmuted a medical drug and commodity into a world menace
with a war declared against it. There were multiple causes for this, most of which were beyond the control of
local entrepreneurs. Crude cocaine makers throughout the Huallaga Valley sought to unload their once legal
stocks, sometimes unwittingly, on this nascent black market. On a March trip to Mexico, U. S, as a
complement to its opium diplomacy, had been lobbying the international community for tighter cocaine
controls since the early s. As Paul Gootenberg shows in his rich, rewarding history of the Peruvian, and
broader Andean, cocaine industry, the roots of this conflict go back much further. Eliminating the production
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and consumption of illicit cocaine, not to mention heroin, marijuana, methamphetamines, and a host of other
psychoactive substances, remains one of the most formidable, and politicized, challenges facing contemporary
policymakers. An exceptionally strong piece of scholarship. At first, transactions were ad hoc and miniscule, a
matter of mere ounces opportunistically smuggled in vials by Peruvian and Chilean sailors. Highly
recommended. Viewed through even the most optimistic supply-reduction optic, cocaine may be down, but it
is still very far from being out. Both of these industry-wide shifts were driven by the same adaptive dynamic
that has characterized narco-relations over the past sixty years. According to Lee, "drug corruption still
persists in Colombia, but we no longer see what we saw in ss â€”traffickers bank-rolling presidential
campaigns, assassinating cabinet members and presidential candidates" and so forth. Youngers also pointed to
Ecuadorian legal reforms to make sentences for low-level offenders involved in drug-related crimes more
proportional. In response to competition from Dutch and Japanese producers, Peruvian crude cocaine makers
belatedly undertook a number of reforms, including developing regional monopolies and searching for new
overseas markets. The collateral damage is widespread and often devastating, she said, pushing farmers deeper
into poverty, increasing human rights violations, and undermining tenuous government legitimacy in remote
rural areas. Today, years after Alfredo Bignon initiated a vibrant Peruvian tradition in semi-processed cocaine
with his cocaine sulfate formula, and years after Washington began exporting its drug prohibition ideals in
earnest, we are little, if any, closer to solving the cocaine conundrum.


